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Maurizio Ferraris
Documanity
Philosophy of the new world
Documanity discusses the past and present in order to illustrate the future that
awaits us, a future that is much happier and far more human than the nihilists of
modernity ever thought possible. The result of years of work of research and 
cross-cultural conversations, this book opens with the question "What is the web?"
going on to analyze the current revolution, which is not a revolution of 
information or communication, but of how it is collected, accumulated and 
capitalized on (which explains why platforms are so rich). 
In reply to the question "Who are we?" Ferraris analyzes the web before the web
even existed, tracing a new vision of man as a being that is not alienated but 
revealed by technology, from the first piece of chipped flint to the cell phone. To
answer the question "Where do we come from?” he relies on a vast metaphysical
fresco that illustrates the powers of recording and documentation, which have 
hitherto been hidden and which have become evident since the advent of the web.
And finally, in reply to the question "Where are we going?" Ferraris illustrates the
world that awaits us, which is not in decline, but which holds progress. What
awaits us is not an unhappy degrowth caused by viruses and technology, but - if 
we manage to understand and transform the present - a new welfare, one that 
entrusts machines with the jobs that are tiring, boring, and repetitive, and humans
with the act of inventing, consuming, and educating. Because it is not true, and nor
has it ever been, that we are slaves to machines: we have always been their 
masters, though perhaps reluctantly, because we can imagine humans without the
web (us, up until a few decades ago) and not the web without humans. 

Maurizio Ferraris teaches Theoretical Philosophy at the University of Turin. 
He is president of Labont (Laboratory of Ontology), and directs the institute Scienza
Nuova, dedicated to Umberto Eco, which unites the University with the Polytechnic
of Turin and deals with the design of a sustainable future both from a cultural and
political point of view. Founder of “New Realism” (Manifesto of New Realism, La-
terza 2012) he has developed a new way of thinking about and studying at least
four fields: hermeneutics, aesthetics, ontology and the philosophy of technology.

The technological revolution has launched us into a
new ecosystem: we need to radically rethink our ways
of looking at technology, humanity and capital. 

Let’s leave homo faber in the tool shed and 
ask ourself: who are we? Where do we come 
from? Where are we going?

This book challenges us
to stop thinking about
the future as a mere
projection of the past.

The definitive book by Maurizio Ferraris

448 pages
April 2021
Philosophy



Claudia Bianchi
Hate Speech
The dark side of language
This book explores one of the most interesting declensions on the theme of 
violence: hate speech. The term itself includes phrases and expressions that 
communicate derision, contempt, and hostility towards social groups and 
individuals who merely belong to a particular group; target categories of hate 
speech are identified by social traits such as ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, and (dis)ability. Hate speech relies on a wide variety of discourse, 
from Nazi propaganda to the laws of apartheid, from the ideological commentary
of political groups to everyday examples on social media. In fact, sexist comments, 
racist insults, and homophobic attacks can easily proliferate on the web since 
forms of mediation, filtering, or (self) censorship are often lacking there. And yet,
those who speak—and especially those who hold positions of authority or who are
in some way connected to institutions—have a hefty responsibility: what we say 
pushes the limits of what can be said, changing the boundaries of what is generally
considered normal, established, and legitimate. If we respond to offensive uses of
language with silence, indifference, or superficiality we run the risk of expressing
consent, granting approval, and legitimizing their words, thereby making us 
accomplices and co-conspirators.
This substantial and important book on the philosophy of language also functions
as a call to responsibility: a careful use of words is not just a minor detail or passing
fad in a politically correct world. Language is a key tool at our disposal for shaping
and transforming our identities.

Claudia Bianchi is Professor of Philosophy of Language at the Vita Salute University
San Raffaele in Milan. Her interests range from theoretical issues in the fields of
analytic philosophy of language to pragmatics, and the philosophy of feminist 
language. She is part of the steering committee of the Gender Centre (Interfaculty
Centre for Gender Studies) and of SWIP Italia (Society for Women in Philosophy). 

Packed with specific examples, this book 
shows how changing the limits of “what can be said”
simultaneously modifies the limits of 
“what can be done”.  

224 pages
March 2021
Philosophy of Language
Current Affairs

An eye opening book on hate speech, one of the most compelling 
and debated issues of our time



Stefano Boeri
Urbania

When a city is built, it is designed to last for centuries; today there’s a growing
doubt that those centuries will ever come to pass. We are living in unusual condi-
tions: an era when our expectations for the future are measured by our passage
through time, a period when the choices we make in our daily life have a direct 
relationship with the evolution of the planet. To this end, architects and urban 
planners not only have the opportunity, but the duty, to describe the possibilities
of the future. For example, today it is unthinkable for architecture not to include
green spaces. If we sum together the potential effects of automation - that other
major vector of development – with those of climate change, the resulting scenario
is terribly worrying. On the one hand we have an elite, made up of people who are
equipped with resources capable of governing technology, who will be self-suffi-
cient and able to build independent and protected 'worlds.' On the other hand,
there is the vast majority of the population: people who are growing increasingly
poor and who are seen as "useless." We need to go in the opposite direction: 
technological innovation needs to become a more shared form of keeping control
on innovation in everyday life. Today more than ever, we need to find a meeting
point between utopic and systemic. The Vertical Forest building in Milan, created
by Stefano Boeri, is a step in this direction: in addition to being an innovative and
magnificent example of architecture, it is also a political manifesto. Our ongoing 
experience of the pandemic, which is unquestionably linked to the state of health
of our planet, has, in its own way, modified and accelerated a series of processes
that involve us all on a daily basis. Think about working from home: not only does it
affect our notion of office space, it also seriously alters our living spaces: how we
organize the spaces in our homes but also where they are located. Is it even certain
that we will choose to live in cities in the future?

Stefano Boeri is one of the most environmentally sensitive architects working
today: his design and building of the Vertical Forest in Milan taught the world a
precious lesson. He has presided over international magazines such as Domus and
Abitare and, since 2018, has been president of the Triennale in Milan.

The time has come to rethink and build a new 
habitat for humanity—one that lets us actively care 
for the quality of our daily lives and for the salvation 
of the planet. 

224 pages
Published
Current Affairs
Architecture
City Planning

One of the most influential architects and urban planners reveals new 
and radical ideas for cities of the future



Stella Levantesi
Climate Liars

The first big lie that gets told about the climate emergency is that human beings
are not responsible for it. The second is that all human beings are equally 
responsible for it. There’s a reason behind the fact that there’s no existing effective
global climate policy, that temperatures continue to rise, and that ecosystems are
collapsing. How did we get to this point? This book not only answers that question,
it reframes the environmental question, turning the question on its head. By 
looking at the issues through the lens of climate change denialism, this book says
what always gets hushed up: when scientists began sounding the alarm, fossil fuel
industries couldn’t let their business interests be compromised. This was back in
the 1970s, and ever since then the denialist lobbies – which are backed by the 
fossil fuel industry, as well as politicians, think tanks, pressure groups, media 
platforms, front groups, and fake experts - have mounted the largest cover-up 
operation in recent history. Denialism does not stop at erasing reality. It constructs
an alternative that has one single element at its center: deception. The disinforma-
tion tactics used for spreading scientific lies about coronavirus were stolen straight
from the climate disinformation playbook. And while the issues may be scientific,
denying them renders them political. In fact, the climate, just like coronavirus, is a
political issue. We see this in the alignment between denialist positions and sove-
reignist, populist attitudes. Until now, the world has lived out a lie promoted by the
climate disinformation campaign. This book exposes the climate liars’ ideological
machine, their arguments, and how they’ve constructed a truly alternate ideology
to the truth of science. 

Stella Levantesi, journalist and photojournalist, studied at New York University's
school of journalism. She works and collaborates with Italian and international
newspapers such as la Repubblica, il Manifesto, Wired, Internazionale, LifeGate,
and Ossigeno. Focusing on the environment, the climate crisis, and conservation,
she is a specialist in climate change deniers. Her website is www.stellalevantesi.com.

The power, politics, and psychology of the people who
deny the crisis of the century: this book is a detailed 
inquiry into the power players, their interests, and the
ways the climate crisis has been concealed from the
world for the past thirty years.

256 pages
May 2021
Current Affairs
Climate

An essential book for anyone who wants to understand how the largest 
crisis of the century has been covered up



Eric Gobetti
Foibe

The foibe massacres and the Istrian exodus represent a chapter in history that has
been forgotten for too long or exploited for political purposes too frequently. The
official narrative saw the Slavic people and their partisans as barbarians, devoted
to committing the most atrocious forms of violence, while the Italians were seen as
innocent victims. But are we sure this is really the way it was? This book decon-
structs the accepted truth that sees the Istrian peninsula, after September 8, 1943,
as a theater for the genocide and ethnic cleansing of millions of defenseless Italian
civilians at the hand of barbaric Yugoslav partisans, among whose ranks, we must
remember, were 20-30,000 Italian anti-fascists. And with this, yet another conve-
nient truth is dispelled: it is historically wrong to speak of genocide. The massacres
were not ethnically motivated, but politically driven; Yugoslav partisans fought fa-
scists, Nazis, and collaborationists, regardless of their ethnicity. Then there is the
question of the exodus, which an appeasing national rhetoric says affected 300,000
Italians who were "suddenly" forced to leave their homes and escape across the
border. But reality, we know, is always much more complex than propaganda. The
process of "exodus" actually took place over a period of 15 years, from 1941 to
1956, and was not a forced exodus. 

This book represents an important opportunity for fact checking: it does not 
suggest an alternative, pre-packaged historical truth, nor does it seek to deny or 
diminish a tragedy, but rather, it subtly excavates people’s behaviors and verifies
their actions, memories, and stories.

Eric Gobetti is a scholar of World War II, Fascism, the Resistance movement, and
the history of Yugoslavia in the 20th century. Author of two documentaries 
(Partizani and Sarajevo Rewind) and an expert popularizer of history and the 
politics of memory, he has often collaborated with the RAI History television.
Among his books, Alleati del nemico. L'occupazione italiana in Jugoslavia 1941-
1943 (Laterza 2013)

RIGHTS TO:
Sophia Zalozba (Slovenian) 

This book is intended for those who know nothing
about the history of the Foibe and the exodus from
Istria during and following Word War II as well as for
those who think they already know everything about it.

136 pages
January 2021
History
10.000 copies!

A brief and incisive work that examines the facts behind a dark chapter 
of the twentieth century, that has been silenced for too long.



Giuseppe Fiori
Life of Antonio Gramsci

Published for the first time in 1966 and translated into
twelve languages, this biography originally shocked
communist hardliners, who saw, or who only wanted
to show, Gramsci’s “head.” The book has remained
fresh thanks to the addition of newly discovered, 
unpublished material on Gramsci.  
Laterza has republished it again with a new 
introduction by Alberto Asor Rosa.

This book has no other ambition than completing the
portrait of Gramsci, which is to say, adding legs and
body to the head: here are the humanizing elements,
spanning from childhood to maturity, that help us see
him as a ‘whole’ person.

Giuseppe Fiori (1923-2003) gave us the history of the
twentieth century through his biographies, opening
the door to a genre that later became very popular
which blends rigorous research with a compelling 
narrative pace. Over the years, Fiori has given us the 
biographies of Emilio Lussu, the anarchist Michele
Schirru, Ernesto Rossi, Carlo and Nello Rosselli, Enrico
Berlinguer and Silvio Berlusconi. Laterza reissues them
to its readers today beginning with the Life of Antonio
Gramsci.

Luciano Canfora
The Metamorphosis 
(of the PCI)

One hundred years after the birth of the Italian 
Communist Party, Canfora explores its gradual 
metamorphosis. A metamorphosis that centers on 
Togliatti’s “new party”. That of 1944 was indeed a 
second founding, a difficult second birth, which led to
a different kind of party, one that no longer had the
same “revolutionary” shape of two decades earlier. 
Its rebirth was a historical necessity; the situation of
the world had changed after the defeat of fascism. 
But the potential inherent in the party’s re-foundation
was never fully developed with the necessary boldness
of the leaders who followed, including Berlinguer. 
Tying together all the loose ends, Canfora seeks to 
understand the reasons behind the social democrats’
failure in their approach to the changed historical 
context. Their insecurities contributed to a subsequent
weakening of their plans and projects, to practical 
apathy, and to a gradual loss of contact with the social
groups whose consensus had always been 
optimistically taken for granted.

Luciano Canfora is professor emeritus at the University
of Bari. He directs the Quaderni di Storia and 
collaborates with the newspaper il Corriere della Sera.
Among his books with Laterza, all reprinted several
times and translated into many other languages: Storia
della letteratura greca; Libro e libertà; Giulio Cesare. Il
dittatore democratico; La democrazia. Storia di
un’ideologia; La natura del potere; Il mondo di Atene;
Augusto figlio di Dio.

This incisive pamphlet 
traces the path that led 
a great political party to 
become the mouthpiece 
for values that were 
antithetical with respect 
to its origins.

352 pages
January 2020
Biography
New edition

96 pages
January 2021
Politics
History
10.000 copies sold

With exemplary acuity
and incisiveness, 
Giuseppe Fiori 
reconstructs the real life
of Antonio Gramsci: this
is a biography in the
truest sense of the term.



Luciano Canfora
The Treasure of the Jews 
Rome and Jerusalem
In 70 A.D. the Temple of Jerusalem fell prey to the ravenous Roman legions, as led
by Emperor Titus. Three years of war and siege led to more than a million deaths,
the end of Judea's dream of independence, and the beginning of the great Jewish
diaspora. This book begins a century earlier, in 63 BC, when the troops of another
general, Gnaeus Pompey Magnus, realized that within the Temple lay the treasure
of the State...

This book explores how the independence of the Jewish State came to an end 
in the Ancient times. This happened, in the more general context of the conquest
of the Middle East and in particular of the Syrian-Palestinian area by the Roman 
legions (63 BC). The dominant individual in the aggression and in the seizing of the
Jewish "state treasure" was Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus who, in that year (the 
terrible year of Catiline's conspiracy), was a powerful public figure of the Roman
imperial Republic. A coeval Jewish source, the so-called Psalms of Solomon, 
provides a reliable depiction of the events and reveals the decisive role of the 
aggressor's voracity. That voracity subsided, after more than a century of violence
and apparent reconciliation, in the year 70 AD when then-emperor Titus destroyed
the Temple of Jerusalem and let the treasure preserved therein be plundered. 
The key motivations for this first genocide of the Jewish people were economic
greed and a deep-rooted hatred for the Jews. These actions concern us still today.
Historiographic revisionism prevailed over the tradition of supporting the lies of the
State, created by the victors and endorsed by their suporters.

Luciano Canfora is professor emeritus at the University of Bari. He directs the
"Quaderni di Storia" and collaborates with the "Corriere della Sera." His books with
Laterza have been reprinted several times and many of them have been translated
into many other languages.

The Jewish Wars are one of the most fascinating pages
of Ancient history: the Roman conquest of Israel, 
the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem, the Jewish 
diaspora. The events that took place during those 
150 years had consequences that lasted for thousands
of years. 

272 pages
May 2021
Ancient History

Luciano Canfora is back with a masterful reconstruction of one of the most
salient moments in Ancient history



Mario Liverani
East-West
It seems there has always been a real clash of 
civilisations between east and west.
For centuries the Persian Wars have been thought to
symbolise just that: the eternal conflict between 
eastern despotism and western liberty. We only need
think of the 300 at Thermopylae who heroically 
resisted an invasion by the Great King’s endless 
masses. On the other hand, for many millennia, our
West (Europe) was a sort of a small part of the great
East (Asia). Again, in the times of the Persian Wars, the
Great Emperor saw Greece as a marginal problem,
even less of a concern than the Scythians from the
north. It was these wars that shifted the balance from
quantitative to qualitative. Their outcome left the 
empire almost blasé, while it gave Greece the strength
not only to resist, but to react and finally prevail.

Mario Liverani has been professor of History of the 
Ancient Near East at the University of Rome and in
many US and European Universities. He has worked in
excavations in Syria (Ebla), Turkey (Arslantepe) and
Libya (Acacus). Among his books with Laterza: Oltre la
Bibbia. Storia antica di Israele(2003); Antico Oriente.
Storia società economia (new edition 2011); Immagi-
nare Babele. Due secoli di studi sulla città orientale an-
tica (Zayed price 2014: Arabic Culture in Other
Languages); Assiria. La preistoria dell’imperialismo
(2017); Paradiso e dintorni. Il paesaggio rurale dell’an-
tico Oriente (2018).

Livia Capponi
Cleopatra
Cleopatra's reputation was considerably marred by
propaganda from Augustus and subsequently accepted
by modern historiography (which is predominantly Eu-
rocentric and chauvinistic) and by theater and cinema
as a queen who was the archetype for the figure of
vamp, emancipated woman, or career-woman. The
time has come to revisit those out of date affirmations
and other lesser known ones. It is time to reconstruct a
true portrait of Cleopatra as the conscientious descen-
dent of the pharaohs and the Ptolemies, and author of
a revival of Egypt, which she dreamed of making the
fulcrum of a new political and religious world-order at
the junction of East and West. 
This book offers the reader a historical re-evaluation of
her extraordinary figure.

Livia Capponi teaches Ancient History at the University
of Pavia. She has authored works on the Imperial Age
of Rome, the history of the Jewish people, Hellenistic
Egypt, and Egypt under the Romans. Periodically she
writes for La Lettura, the cultural weekly of il Corriere
della Sera.

Greedy, bloodthirsty,
power-hungry but also
intelligent, seductive,
and cultured: who was
Cleopatra really? 
This book offers a well-
rounded portrait of the
heir to the Pharaonic and
Ptolemaic dynasties, one
that is finally free of 
Orientalist and sexist 
stereotypes.

352 pages
March 2021
Ancient Near East
History

256 pages
June 2021
Ancient History

The great historian and 
archaeologist, Mario 
Liverani, describes the 
transformations and 
evolutions in relation-
ships between East and
West, starting as far back
as ancient Mesopota-
mian civilisations, to tell
the story of the long 
process that took Greece
from being an appendix
to the large eastern 
complex to being a coun-
terpart of a similar scale.



Matteo Cavezzali
Super Camper
A journey into the wisdom of the world
People who love to travel live differently than those who don’t. They love savoring
those first few moments after arrival, when anything is possible. They love to ima-
gine where roads will lead, since their ends are unknown. They love to explore, 
discover new places, meet new people, and be surprised by life. A traveler will 
always be a traveler, even when s/he can’t travel, because s/he can still travel
through memory and imagination. In this book, Matteo – a person who’s used to
traveling around the world, having done it ever since he was young, cruising down
highways and along dirt roads with his family in the 'Supercamper' of the title – 
regales us with stories of his amazing journeys, drawing on memories, remote 
traditions, myths, beliefs, foods, and rites of passage. The book shows how to face
our oldest fears, how to get involved in life, how to try out new and different 
experiences. Matteo tells us what the sun looks like as it sets on the equatorial sea;
he tells us about dawn surrounded by the glaciers of the north. 
He shows us different ways of thinking about life, children, work, and love; how to
face loneliness and society. What can we learn from the myths of the people of the
Amazon? What can we learn from how tea is served in Japan? What can we under-
stand from observing the aurora borealis in Scandinavia? 

Matteo Cavezzali, writer, was born in Ravenna. He won the Comisso Prize and the
Volponi Opera Prima with the novel Icarus: ascesa e caduta di Raul Gardini
(Minimum Fax 2018). He writes for newspapers and periodicals and is the creator
and artistic director of the literary festival ScrittuRa in Ravenna and the director of
Salerno Letteratura. Even humans that live thousands of miles apart share

something; from the banks of the Ganges to the peaks
of the Himalayas, from the seas of the Caribbean to
the Sahara desert, human beings may find different an-
swers but their replies resonate with each other in an
invisible singular symphony.

192 pages
June 2021
Travel Books

A literary travel guide that will help us discover a great deal about 
ourselves and what unites us 



Pietro Spirito
People of Trieste

"It’s pointless to try and stay calm when the bora wind blows everything sky high.”

People who travel as a form of protest, enterprising explorers, visionary scientists,
unlucky inventors, forgotten poets and artists, eccentric entrepreneurs, restless 
heroes: these are the people of Trieste, a border city, situated at the crossroads 
of wars, trade and commerce, a city that was born to be modern and that has paid
heavily for it. In his book, Pietro Spirito reconstructs a vast gallery of characters, 
including Carl Weyprecht, the polar explorer who discovered Franz Josef Land. Or
Josef Ressel, who invented the ship’s propeller but never received recognition for
it. Or Vittorio Benussi, who came up with the idea for the lie detector but died be-
cause of a lie that he told. Naturally, there’s also the writer Italo Svevo and the
great poet, Umberto Saba, who confessed on his deathbed to being responsible for
the suicide of two of his young salesladies. There are people who survived in a kind
of betwixt and between, such as Rodolfo Maucci, a teacher who was forced by the
Nazis to edit the newspaper of his occupied city, but who chose to boycott it from
the inside, risking concentration camp. Or the painter Alice Zeriali, who was shy
and reserved, but who enjoyed complex relationships with great artists of the
twentieth century. Or Nazario Sauro, the Italian hero who was betrayed by his own
seas. People of Trieste is a fascinating biography of a city where the strong bora
wind can weave together people’s destinies, or blow them apart, and where 
everything can change at the drop of a hat. 

Pietro Spirito lives and works in Trieste. In addition to writing for the culture pages
of Il Piccolo, he also collaborates with RAI Television and has written documentaries
and plays for the theater. For Guanda, he has published Le indemoniate di Verze-
gnis (2000, Chianti Prize), Speravamo di più (2003, finalist for the Strega Prize), Un
corpo sul fondo (2007, Frontier Writings Prize) and L'antenato sotto il mare (2010);
he has also published Il bene che resta (2009, Latisana Prize) and Il suo nome quel
giorno (Marsilio, 2018) and a collection of short stories, Se fossi padre (Pagliai, 2018).

This book is a fascinating biography of a city where 
the strong bora wind can weave together people’s 
destinies, or blow them apart, and where everything
can change at the drop of a hat.

272 pages
February 2021
Travel Books

A memorable gallery of the people of Trieste, a land of a thousand souls
that has split apart and reconnected over the course of history



Allegra Iafrate
Hunting for Treasure 
From the Middle Ages to the Modern Era
Whether guarded by dragons or evil spirits, protected by a curse, or revealed only
in dreams and visions, treasure is the true stuff of magic and thus always fascina-
ting. If we wanted to use alchemy to create treasure, we’d need three basic ingre-
dients. First, something of great value, its glitter must spark desire. Secondly,
secrecy: people know it exists but they don’t know where it is. Finally, longevity,
which is to say it has survived the test of time, meaning it’s up for grabs, waiting for
the deserving soul but belonging to no one. Perhaps this is why treasure glimmers
so brightly in our collective imagination. It occupies a delicate and elusive space,
hanging in a magical balance of both the familiar and foreign, belonging to eve-
ryone and yet no one. 
This book follows the history of treasure from the Middle Ages to Modern Day,
analyzing the nuances of desire that have possessed people over the centuries, de-
scribing some of the objects that have fueled the most fantastic tales, exploring
how legends were born, revealing their hiding places and guardians, and finally
going on to trace the steps of some of the treasure hunters who traveled from the
southern shores of the Mediterranean to northern Europe in pursuit of the mirage
of wealth, embracing magic and mysterious maps along the way.   

Allegra Iafrate studied History of Medieval Art at the Scuola Normale Superiore in
Pisa. She is the author of Le Moine et le Hasard: Bodleian Library, Ms Ashmole 304
(2015), The Wandering Throne of Solomon: Objects and Tales of Kingship in the Me-
dieval Mediterranean (2015), and The Long Life of Magical Objects: A Study in the
Solomonic Tradition (2019).

The Holy Grail, Ali Baba’s cave, the Gold of the Rhine,
King Solomon’s treasure: during the Middle Ages 
people were obsessed with hunting for treasure. Far
more than mere myths or legends, people dedicated
their entire lives to looking for and finding “precious
objects” from the past. 

280 pages
April 2021
History

An extraordinary journey in search of lost treasure, from Scandinavia to
the Arab world, from the Balkans to the Atlantic



Giovanni Bietti   
The Music of Light
From The Magic Flute to the Ninth

Symphony

Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven unquestionably figure
among music lovers’ three favorite composers. This
book relies on their best-known works to explain the
important political significance of their music in its day.
Thanks to them, the Enlightenment found music to be
its greatest propaganda tool, using notes as weapons
to conquer the audience in the growing light of reason.
The Magic Flute, The Creation, Fidelio, and the Fifth
and Ninth Symphonies express the values of 
Enlightenment perfectly: liberté, fraternité, égalité.
These values need to be conquered step by step, they
must be achieved gradually; the musical process 
reflects this path of knowledge and awareness. Many
of the compositions by the three musicians, and in par-
ticular the five works examined in this book, are articu-
lated as great musical realizations of the best-known
metaphor of the Enlightenment: the passage from dar-
kness to light. The three Viennese masters were con-
vinced that the world could change, that it could be
improved. 

Giovanni Bietti, composer, pianist, and musicologist, 
is one of the best Italian populizers of music. With 
Laterza he has published Ascoltare Beethoven (2013),
Mozart all'opera (2015) and Lo spartito del mondo:
breve storia del dialogo tra culture in musica (2018).

Francesco D’Angelo
The First Crusader King
Sigurd's journey to the Holy Land

The Norwegian king Sigurd Magnússon was the first
Christian ruler to visit the Holy Land after the 
Crusaders’ conquest of Jerusalem. His story is unique
with regards to the medieval crusades precisely 
because of his origins: Scandinavian, he was lord of a
distant kingdom where Christianity had been the 
established religion for merely a hundred years. His
was truly an extraordinary journey: from England to
Muslim Spain, from Sicily to Jerusalem and onwards to
Constantinople, in a series of sea battles and sieges,
important encounters with kings and emperors, and vi-
olent clashes with Muslim and sometimes even Chris-
tian enemies. A circumnavigation of the world as it was
erstwhile known that lasted five years (1107-1111),
and that saw sixty ships travel from the ends of the
earth to the heart of Christianity and back again.

Francesco D'Angelo is a researcher in Medieval History
at the Sapienza University of Rome and collaborates
with CNR - Institute of Mediterranean European 
History (Cagliari-Rome). His focus is on the history of
medieval Scandinavia and its relations with the papacy
and the Mediterranean world. 

Haydn, Mozart and 
Beethoven represent 
the highest artistic 
expression of the 
Enlightenment: they 
offered us an idealized
world through sound.

One of the lesser known
and most fascinating
episodes in the great 
history of the crusades
that combines the typical
aspects of Viking raids 
(a desire for adventure,
fame, and riches) with
the spiritual tension that
imbues the era, and that
bring its young protago-
nist everlasting fame.

224 pages
March 2021
History of Middle Ages

184 pages
April 2021
History of Music



Roberto Morozzo della Rocca
The Silent Massacre
Preface by Jeffrey Sachs

Twenty years ago, the AIDS virus jeopardized the entre population of an at-risk 
continent while major international institutions looked on in indifference. 
AIDS treatments have existed in the West since 1996; for a long time, people with
the virus have been able to live decent lives. Africa, however, was denied the 
treatments, even though millions of people were infected, not thousands, as in 
wealthy countries. Why the double standard? People doubted whether Africans
would take their medications regularly; Africa's fragile public health system was
considered inefficient; expensive antiretroviral drugs against AIDS (which were 
saving lives in the West) were considered a luxury, and similar, low-cost generic
drugs were not even taken into consideration to protect the interests of multinatio-
nal pharmaceutical companies. In short, a form of Afro-pessimism took over: trea-
ting AIDS patients in sub-Saharan regions was thought to be a waste of both time
and money. Meanwhile, the average life span decreased and economies 
collapsed. Despite the efforts of figures such as Kofi Annan, Stephen Lewis, 
Jeffrey Sachs, and numerous doctors and volunteers in the field, therapeutics were
slow to reach the continent. Only in 2015 was universal access to treatment 
internationally agreed upon. This book reconstructs that history through the dual
lens of politics and health care, investigating the role of influential UN agencies and
the vast global aid community, as well as grassroots initiatives that managed to
overcome the collective inertia, such as the DREAM project, whose efforts are 
detailed here.   

Roberto Morozzo della Rocca teaches Contemporary History at Roma Tre 
University. His research has explored the relationships that exist between nations
and religions in a wide geographical arc that extends from Eastern Europe to 
Central America. HIs latest book is Oscar Romero (Paris, 2015).

Twenty years ago, AIDS jeopardized the survival of an
entire continent. How that course was 
reversed in order to save as many lives as 
possible offers an exemplary lesson that can help us
better face our present. 

264 pages
March 2021
Medicine
Current Affairs

This book shows how Africa risked dying of AIDS 
and how it managed to reverse course



Andrea Riccardi
The Church is on Fire 
Crisis and the future of Christianity

The situation today is so difficult that one can legitimately say, "we’re beyond the
threshold to the end; we’re now operating on the 'remains' of an irreversible
event." But crisis does not always mean decline. 

On the night of April 15th, 2019, the cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris burned
down. That fire – described in the opening of the book – devastated one of the
main centers of European Christianity and quickly became a symbol for the critical
situation that the Church has been in for many years now. In France and Italy, as in
Europe and around the world, there has been a continuous reduction in religious
activity, a decline in vocations, and a diminished presence of Catholicism in public
life. This situation of emptiness, which concerns us all, is explored and documented
by the author through figures and events as well as through the analysis of the 
positions taken by the protagonists within the Church itself, from popes to bishops,
from theologians to those who animate the main religious movements. 

Andrea Riccardi is the founder of the Community of Sant'Egidio. He is a historian of
the contemporary world and a scholar of the History of the Church and Christianity. 
Among his most recent books with Laterza: Convivere; L’inverno più lungo. 1943-
44: Pio XII, gli ebrei e i nazisti a Roma; La strage dei cristiani. Mardin, gli armeni e la
fine di un mondo.

Crisis means struggle. Today the Church is in an 
'agonistic' condition, which is to say involved in a 
struggle, not against external enemies but against 
indifference and discredit.

240 pages
April 2021
Current Affairs
History of Church

From a great church historian comes an impressive exploration into the 
crisis of the Christian world with an analysis of different (and competing)

ideas on how to get out of it



Alessandro Barbero
Dante
For the first time, a distinguished medievalist analyzes the life of Dante against the
background of the society and culture of his time. 
In just over 100,000 words, thorough treatment is given to issues that are usually
barely mentioned or even ignored in biographies of Dante, or 
misinterpreted owing to a superficial and impressionistic knowledge of 
medieval society. Issues such as the economic and social condition of Dante’s 
family, the significance of his marriage, and the nature of his political commitment
are reconstructed here for the first time by analyzing every single public statement
made by the poet in the governing councils of Florence. 
Every archival document, every autobiographical passage of Dante’s works, have
been consulted and culled not only to reconstruct the events, but to place those
events in the context of the society, the culture, and the mentality of the age. 
Barbero’s Dante is not, therefore, the portrait of a writer shut up in his study, and
even less an analysis of his ideas and his literary production, but rather a 
well-rounded depiction of a man committed to living to the fullest the tumultuous
and adventurous life of a medieval city-state. A man desirous of coming to grips
with power, money, war, revenge, family, friendship, and love.  
A man, however, who was at the same time one of humanity’s great geniuses, 
author of the immortal masterpiece that is the Divine Comedy.

Alessandro Barbero teaches Medieval History at the University of Piedmont Orien-
tale, in Vercelli. Among his books, all bestsellers and all widely translated: Dictio-
nary of the Middle Ages; Charlemagne. A father of Europe; The Battle. History of
Waterloo; 9 August 378: The day of the barbarians; Lepanto. The battle of the three
empires; Caporetto. As novelist in 1996 he won Italy’s most prestigious literary
prize, the Premio Strega, for The Beautiful Life and Foreign Wars of Mr. Pyle, Gentle-
man. The Republic of France awarded him with the title of "Chevalier de l'ordre des
Arts et des Lettres". His history conferences are extremely popular and his lectures
count hundreds of thousands of web followers. 

RIGHTS TO:
Profile (World English); Flammarion (French); 
Acantilado (World Spanish); Companhia das Letras
(Portuguese/Brazil);  Kronik (Turkish); Ast (Russian); 
Quetzal (Portuguese/Portugal); Athenaeum (Dutch);
Phoenix-Power Cultural Dev. (Chinese Simpl.); 
Marginesy (Polish)

368 pages
October 2020
History
150,000 copies sold!

A worldwide bestseller, a memorable portrait 
by one of Italy’s foremost historians  



Andrea Marcolongo
The Lesson of Aeneas
Being Aeneas means just one thing. 
The response to destruction: reconstruction. 
This is his lesson.

First of all, fear. Aeneas - the hero who roams the Mediterranean from the ruins of
Troy to what will become Rome - struggles in everything he does, yet he seems im-
mune to the blackmail of anxiety. Where we are left dismayed, he moves 
on and never fails to advance. He cries a lot. But to fear he always responds with
audacity. He never fails in his duty to look horrifying reality in the face. Like us, he
doesn’t know what to do, yet he does it. Like us, he doesn’t know where to begin,
but despite his doubts, he begins. He is irritating, it’s true – because he reminds us
of the urgency to carry on. What is more, Aeneas does not correspond at all to the
prototypical strong man. He is anything but the lone man in command to entrust
with the burden of the founding of a nation. Aeneas commands nothing, other
than a bunch of hapless wanderers like himself. He is not even all that capable –
during his voyage from Troy to Latium, everything he does goes wrong. Nor is he
alone, he makes his journey together with his aged father, a dependent child, and
the Penates in his pocket.
The Aeneid is not a poem for peaceful times. Its verses are not apt for times
when things are going smoothly, when people search for adventure in literature.
The song of Aeneas is meant for moments when we feel the urgency to reorient
ourselves in an after that is dizzying because it is so different from the before.

Andrea Marcolongo (1987) is a writer and journalist with a degree in Classical Stu-
dies from the University of Milan. She debuted with The Ingenious Language: Nine
Epic Reasons to Love Greek (Laterza, 2016) which soon became a literary success
story, selling 150,000 copies. She lives in Paris. Translated in 28 countries, she now
counts 500,000 readers around the world.

RIGHTS TO:
Gallimard (French); Europa Edition (World English); 
Taurus PRH (World Spanish); Patakis (Greek); 
Wereldbibliotheek (Dutch)

216 pages
September 2020
Ancient World
20,000 copies sold

After the worldwide bestseller, La lingua geniale, Andrea Marcolongo is back
with a powerful and timely reading of the Aeneid as a manual for resistance



Stefano Mancuso
The Plan(t) of the World

Every story begins with a plant. There is no getting around it. We animals account
for a paltry 0.3% of the planet’s biomass while plants add up to 85%. It is obvious,
therefore, that every story on this planet has a plant as its protagonist. Our world 
is a green world; Earth is the planet of plants. And when, with just a little training,
we are able to look at the world without seeing it solely as humanity’s playground,
we cannot help but notice the ubiquity of plants. They are everywhere and their
stories are inevitably wound up with ours. As every tree in a forest is linked to all
the others by an underground network of roots, uniting them to form a super or-
ganism, so plants constitute the nervous system, the plan that is the “greenprint”
of our world. Not to see this plan, or even worse, to ignore its existence, is one of
the most serious threats to the survival of our species. 
The brilliant neurobiologist Stefano Mancuso is back with a great book to tell us un-
forgettable stories combining an inimitable narrative style and remarkable scientific
rigor. From the story of the red spruce that gave Stradivarius the wood for his 14
violins, to the Kauri tree-stump, kept alive for decades by the interconnected root
system of other trees living nearby. From the story of the slipperiness of the ba-
nana skin to the plant that solved the “crime of the century” (the kidnapping and 
murder of the infant son of the celebrated aviator Charles Lindbergh). In that case,
in fact, for the first time in history, botanical tests and analyses led to the 
identification of the perpetrator of the crime and were admitted as evidence at the
trial. The kidnapper was betrayed by the rungs of a wooden ladder...   

Stefano Mancuso is one of the world's leading authorities in the field of plant neu-
robiology, which explores signaling and communication at all levels of biological or-
ganization. He is a professor at the University of Florence and has published more
than 250 scientific papers in international journals. For Laterza he has written the
bestseller: The Incredible Journey of Plants (2018) and The Nation of Plants - that
have been translated in more than 20 countries.

RIGHTS TO: 
Klett Cotta (German); Galaxia Gutenberg (Castilian and
Catalan); UBU (Portuguese/Brazil); Alfa (Turkish); 
Cossee (Dutch)

224 pages
September 2020
Illustrated
Popular Science
25,000 copies sold

From the chance to live on this planet to the pleasure of listening to the voice
of a violin: every story begins with a plant



Stefano Mancuso
The Nation of Plants

In this playful yet informative manifesto, the leading
plant neurobiologist presents the eight fundamental
pillars on which the life of plants—and by extension,
humans—rests.

“Stefano Mancuso loves plants. The Italian scientist is
one of the world's leading plant neurobiologists, but
he also has an exceptional knack for good storytelling. 
Here's less science and more politics in this book than
in his previous works, but his argument is compelling
and important. It's also innovative: if human society's
constitution is meant to embody its fundamental core
tenets and behaviours, what sorts of values and princi-
ples would be reflected in a plant-based constitution?
Mancuso argues that humanity's inability to look be-
yond its animal nature and consider the lessons offe-
red by plants is a fatal flaw. The Nation of Plants is a
whimsical, speculative foray into applying plant neuro-
biology to humanity's problems (which are now the
planet's problems as well).” 
—PopMatters 

Stefano Mancuso
The Incredible Journey
of Plants
When we talk about migrations, we should study
plants to understand that these phenomena are un-
stoppable. In the many different ways plants move, we
can see the incessant action and drive to spread life
that has led plants to colonize every possible environ-
ment on earth. The history of this relentless expansion
is unknown to most people, but we can begin our ex-
ploration with these surprising tales, 
engagingly told by Stefano Mancuso. 

“[An] elegant and charmingly illustrated survey…The
topics of human intervention and plant evolution are
gracefully intertwined in discussions of coconut trees,
date palms, and bristlecone pines…naturalists and the
culinary-inclined will cherish this collection of botanical
vignettes.” 
—Publishers Weekly

“Illuminating and surprisingly lively…[Mancuso]
smoothly balances expansive 
historical exploration with recent scientific research…
An authoritative, engaging study of plant life, accessi-
ble to younger readers as well as adults.” 
—Kirkus Reviews

RIGHTS TO:
Other Press (English US);
Profile (English UK); 
Albin Michel (French);
Klett Cotta (German); 
Galaxia Gutenberg 
(Castilian, Catalan); 
Bertrand (Portuguese/
Portugal); Cossee
(Dutch); Forest Book Co.
(Korean); Duku (Chinese
Simpl.); Alfa (Turkish); 
Bombora (Russian)

RIGHTS TO:
Other Press (English US);
Albin Michel (French);
Klett Cotta (German); 
Galaxia Gutenberg 
(Castilian, Catalan); 
Cossee (Dutch); Duku
(Chinese Simpl.); Forest
Book Co. (Korean); Alfa 
(Turkish); Koreny (Czech)

144 pages
Popular Science
50,000 copies sold

144 pages
with watercolors by 
Grisha Fisher
Popular Science
40,000 copies sold



Antonio Forcellino
The Sistine Chapel
The story of a masterpiece
The Sistine Chapel is one of the world’s most celebrated places. At the time of our
story, it was the center of Western art, the place where two generations of artists
faced each other – Ghirlandaio, Botticelli, Perugino, Michelangelo, Raffaello. It is
the masterpiece that marks the passage from the Renaissance workshop to the
triumph of the modern creative genius. The era in which the work of art begins to
be recognized as the product of pure invention through which politics fully achie-
ves the communicative and propagandistic potential of art.
It is then that Pope Sixtus V, responding to the threat to his spiritual leadership
posed by Mohammed II, inaugurated an artistic enterprise that would become the
manifesto of papal legitimacy: the decoration of Christianity’s most important 
chapel. A veritable consortium of masters carried out the decoration of the lower
level of the Sistine. The result is uniform, almost as though it were the work of a
single hand. It is the maximum expression of the Renaissance rule, of the virtuosity
of the Tuscan workshops of the XV century. In 1505, Pope Julius II forces a turn in
the history of the Sistine and of Western art. Seduced by the prodigious talent of a
young Florentine, he calls him to Rome. The young man is Michelangelo Buonar-
roti, who will then be chosen to decorate the vault of the Chapel. 
In his revolutionary work on the ceiling frescoes, Michelangelo breaks with all tra-
ditional precedent, making the Sistine Chapel not only the center of Christianity,
but also of modern art.

Antonio Forcellino is one of Europe’s most important experts on Renaissance art.
He has directed the restoration of absolute masterpieces such as Michelangelo’s
Moses and the Arch of Trajan. As a historian, his attention has always been focused
on the richness of making art, historical contexts, techniques and materials, the
psychological and biographical roots of the great masterpieces. 
Among his works for Laterza: Michelangelo: A Tormented Life (2005), Raffaello: A
Passionate Life (2006), 1545. The Last Days of the Reinassance (2008) and 
Leonardo: A Tormented Genius (2016); all translated into many languages.

RIGHTS TO:
Polity Books (World English)

One of the most extraordinary moments of 
Western art featuring two generations of 
incomparable artists, all working in a single place: 
the worksite of the Sistine Chapel.

368 pages
November 2020
Art History
(Illustrations rights
cleared)

The Sistine Chapel expresses the transition from the rule that still governed the 
Renaissance workshop to the greatness of the modern creative  genius



Marco Politi
Francesco
A Church torn and divided, a prophetic and fragile
Pope faced with an earthly version of the apocalypse.

The outbreak of the Great Castrophe of the Coronavi-
rus revealed the stark reality of the effect of seculariza-
tion. For the first time in centuries, the Church in a
time of plague was not playing a leading role. 
No temples crowded with the faithful, no processions,
no funerals, the absence of the age-old image of the
solitary priest traversing the plague – stricken streets
bringing the sacraments to the sick and comfort to the
dying. Instead, the scene was dominated by science.
Television screens were filled with the authoritative fi-
gures of doctors, experts, nurses, and politicians. After
an initial moment of disorientation, Pope Francis reac-
ted, bursting onto the scene with the liturgy of 27
March and the Stations of the Cross on Good Friday.
Two ceremonies of an extraordinary visual and 
psychological impact. 

Marco Politi, internationally renowned Vatican insider,
is a leading international expert on Vatican issues. 
Writer for the newspaper il Fatto Quotidiano and 
Vatican correspondent for la Repubblica for almost
twenty years, he has also worked with ABC, CNN, BBC,
RAI, ZDF, and France 2. With Carl Bernstein he wrote
the international bestseller His Holiness (1997) on John
Paul II. With Laterza he published Joseph Ratzinger. 
Crisis of a papacy (2011 - where he predicted Pope 
Benedict XVI’s resignation) the bestseller Francis
Among the Wolves (2014), widely translated all over
the world, and Francis’s Loneliness. A Prophetic Pope; 
a Church in Stormy Seas (2019).

F. Benigno - V. Lavenia
Sin or Crime?
The church and pedophilia

Since the 1980s, thousands of priests around the world
have been investigated for sexually abusing minors and
dozens of bishops and cardinals have been accused of
covering up and obstructing the investigations. 
But why hasn't the Church found the strength to deal
with this devastating phenomenon? This book offers a
new explanation: that the Church has been the victim
of a notable cultural delay, something that can be 
understood only through an examination of its history
and doctrinal tradition. For a long time, in fact, pedo-
philia was considered a sin on par with homosexuality.
And while public opinion in the Western began to 
consider it the most heinous crime and one that is irre-
deemable, the Church continued to judge child abuse
as something amendable through confession and 
penance, offering resounding proof of the Church’s 
difficulty of adapting to historical change.

Francesco Benigno teaches Modern History at the
Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa. His research has 
explored early modern European political history, the
history of ideas, the birth of Italian organized crime
after the Unification, and the history of terrorism on a
global scale.

Vincenzo Lavenia teaches Modern History at the Uni-
versity of Bologna. His focus has been on the history of
the Church and on sexuality in the modern age. 
He edited the Historical Dictionary of the Inquisition
(together with A. Prosperi and J. Tedeschi, 4 volumes,
Edizioni della Scuola Normale Superiore 2010).

The pedophilia scandal
represents one of the
most serious crises that
the Church has had to
face in the past several
centuries. But why does
the Church struggle to
cope with a phenome-
non that has caused it di-
scredit, disaffection and
an acute spiritual crisis?
This book represents an
original and disruptive
reconstruction by two
important historians.

144 pages
November 2020
Current Affairs

296 pages
January 2021
Current Affairs 

RIGHTS TO:
Herder (German); 
Philippe Rey (French)



Simone Pieranni
Red Mirror
Our future is being written in China

“Red Mirror is probably the best guide available on
Chinese technology, and Simone Pieranni is very good
at pointing out the contradictions and the misunder-
standings of our mirroring ourselves in China.”
— Il Foglio

Imagine living in a city where access to services 
depends solely on your reputation for trustworthiness,
established by a video surveillance system that records
everything you do. Does this strike you as a dystopian
horror scenario out of Black Mirror? 
In China, it’s already reality.

Marco Ferrari
The Dicatator who Died Twice
(the incredible story of Antonio
Salazar)

“This book accounts for a stranger than fiction time.
And he does it so elegantly, with such wit and grace.
This is a beautiful and important work, one that does
not let us forget, that reminds us of how power hates
change and of how ridiculous (and pain-inflicting) 
authority can be.”
— Eurídice Gomes, Editor at Objectiva

RIGHTS TO:
C & F (French); Edhasa 
(Castilian in Argentina); 

Vanessa Roghi
Gianni Rodari
Lectures on Fantastic

“Gianni Rodari united a fantastical imagination with a
deep interest in education. He was The Italian Genius
Who Mixed Marxism and Children’s Literature.”
— The New Yorker

Gianni Rodari (1920 – 1980) was Italy’s greatest 20th
century writer of fairy tales and nursery rhymes. 
A prolific journalist, and a dissenting voice in the Italian
Communist Party, he invented a new way of looking at
the world. 

168 pages
Current Affairs

Umberto Bottazzini
Fatal Moments 
When numbers explained the world

“A formidable and stunning book of mathematical
tales.”
— Il Sole 24 ore

“When I discovered Istanti fatali, I was so surprised.
This book makes me feel the magic of the history of
mathematics again, it selects the most important
points in the history of mathematics, and it let me re-
read the wonderful parts I once missed.”
— Lei Qingqing, editor at China South Booky

RIGHTS TO:
Objectiva PRH (Portuguese);
Debate PRH (World Spanish); 

168 pages
History
Narrative non Fiction

296 pages
Biography

RIGHTS TO:
DTV (German); China South
Bookie (Chinese SImpl.);
Epsilon (Turkish)

184pages
Popular Science



Alberto Prunetti
108 Metres
The new working class hero

A proletarian epic, moving and ironic, written from the
lower layers of life.

“There are not many Italian authors at this level. 
Being pleasant but also inconvenient and annoying. 
Controversial but always profoundly human does not
normally lead to winning prizes. For those who don’t
care about the prizes, hats off: we have a great novel.”
— Valerio Evangelisti

Vanessa Roghi
Small Town
A common story of heroin

A private story of a young girl who lived in her small
town when her father got arrested for drugs in the 80s.
Now she tries to come to terms with all this. With the
rigor of an historian, and the love of a daughter.

“Just when heroin returns forcefully on the scene, the
book by Vanessa Roghi comes out, which tells the 70s
with lightness and wisdom.”
— Matteo Nucci, Il Venerdì

Silvia Dai Pra’
Without Greeting Anyone
A return to Istria

A brave and ironic book that, while trying to bring back
to light the hidden story of a family, deals with the
issue of the generational consequences of violence and
pain, as well as the amnesia and the silences people
adopt in order to continue to live.

“Silvia reclaims a divisive memory (even within her fa-
mily) and returns it back to us.”
— Riccardo Chiaberge

Francesca Mannocchi
Let Everyone Carry their
Own Guilt 
Chronicles from the wars of our time

An eye-witness book, as moving as it is perturbing,
that for the first time listens to the perpetrators of the
violence of the conflict, and not to the victims. 
A story that nobody wants to hear turns into a great
(true) novel of our time.

This book concludes the work started with the 
documentary Isis Tomorrow. The lost souls of Mosul,
acclaimed at the Venice Film Festival.

146 pages
Narrative non Fiction

RIGHTS TO:
Scribe (world English)
Ekdoseis Aprovletes (Greek)
Hoja del Lata (Spanish)

176 pages
Narrative non Fiction

232 pages
Narrative non Fiction

240 pages
Narrative non Fiction

RIGHTS TO:
Ayne (Portuguese in Brazil)



Massimo Montanari
Spaghetti al Pomodoro

“An exciting historical decon-
struction of spaghetti with 
tomato sauce.”
— Domenica, Il Sole 24 ore

“The greatest Italian food histo-
rian goes on a quest to find the
key elements, ingredients and te-
chniques that have made this
dish the symbol of the Italian cui-
sine in
the world.”
— La Stampa, TTL

Enrico Camanni
Big Book of Ice

Appearing cold and lifeless, ice
is a world in itself. A wonderfully
varied world, mysteriously ephe-
meral and dramatically fragile,
that humans have learned to
fear and admire over the course
of millennia. A world that we
have learned to live, fight, and
bargain with, and even to use
and exploit, to the point that we
have compromised its very exi-
stence. A compelling and timely
exploration of global warming.

Francesco Rutelli
All Roads begin in Rome

Let’s start at the beginning, 
from the statue of Marcus 
Aurelius in Piazza del Campido-
glio, and travel through 28 centu-
ries of history. Walking down the
streets of Rome - from the oldest
and most famous roads to the
narrowest alleys - through layers
of history and down unexpected
trajectories, is a journey to the
four corners of the globe. 
Narrating this journey is an 
exceptional guide, whose 
surprising and original book is 
also a love letter to the city.

Nadia Urbinati
Few versus Many
Political Conflict in 21 Century

Nadia Urbinati explores the
heart of the democratic
machine today: the conflict of
‘the few’ against ‘the many’;
between those who hold
the power - whoever they 
are - and those who feel they
don’t count.

A. Aloisi - V. De Stefano
Your Boss is an Algorithm

Whenever you wonder about
the consequences of automa-
tion, you should keep your feet
on the ground and look around.
There is in fact the possibility
that, before "stealing" our work,
technologies have grabbed that
of our boss.

Tommaso Di Carpegna
In the Labyrih of the Past 
Ten ways of rewriting history

An extremely enjoyable and well-
written book, inspired by the
need to restore the narrative 
reconstruction of history to its
proper role in contemporary 
society.

248 pages
Narrative non Fiction
Travel
20.000 copies soldRIGHTS TO:

Historical Quest (Greek)

384 pages
Popular Science

RIGHTS TO:
Wagenbach (German)
Europa Edition (world English)

184 pages
Popular Science

120 pages
Politics
Current Affairs

248 pages
Current Affairs
Law

216 pages
History 



Recent Acquistions

Sunil S. Amrith 
The Ruins of Freedom. An Environmental
History of the Modern World 
(Trident Media Group)

Ian Kershaw 
Personality and Power
(The Wylie Agency)

Mark Mazower
The Revolution of 1821
(The Wylie Agency)

Pierre Savy
Histoire des Juifs. Un vojage en 8o dates 
(Humensis)

David Motadel
Global War: Europe’s Empires, 1935-1948
(The Wylie Agency)

Enzo Traverso
Passés singuliers. 
Le "je" dans l'écriture de l'histoire
(Lux Editeur)

Robert Gerwarth
The Weimar Republic and 
The Age of Civil Wars
(2 books deal - The Wylie Agency)

Emma 
Un autre regard sur le climat 
(Massot Éditions via 2seas Agency)

Recent Published Translations

Esther Duflo
Expérience, Science et Lutte 
Contre la Pauvreté
translator Fabio Galimberti

Mariana Mazzucato
Mission Economy 
translator Daria Cavallini

Seth Wynes
SOS: What You Can Do to Reduce 
Climate Change 
translator Alberto Prunetti

Zygmunt Bauman
Das Vertraute unvertraut machen
translator Michele Sampaolo

Sophie Lambda
Tant pis pour l’amour
translator Valentina Maini

Francois Jullien
La vrai vie
translator Gianluca Valle
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